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Abstract - The purpose of this research
project is the noise minimization of an asyn-
chronous machine. The noise is caused
by the harmonics of the current. These
noise can be influenced by variation and
modification of control scheme and power
electronics without constructive changes of
the machine. The basis for this are
special simulations (2D-finite-differences/3D-
finite-elements) and measurements (noiseanal-
ysis/modalanalysis/determination of sound
power levels). Due to increased requirements,
the use of a high-performance DSP is neces-
sary. First results (diagramms) are presented
in this paper.
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1 Introduction

The increasing interest in low-noise inverter-fed in-
duction motor drives on the part of the industry and
the orders to verify sound power levels placed to the
university affirms the main research of the project:
Noise minimization of three-phase current machines
by variation and modification of control scheme and
power electronics.

As a result of modern means of production and
novel developments higher inverter power and increas-
ing switching frequencies become available. At the
same time a high number of parasitic frequencies will
be generated. Due to the utilisation of electrical ma-
chines active material is improved, the machine design
becomes more compact. However, the decrease of geo-
metric dimensions is accompanied by an increase of

mechanical resonant frequencies. Thus inverter-fed
induction motor drives inclines to increased emission
of noise because of unmeant resonant excitation. For
this reason it should be shown that noise minimiza-
tion of three-phase current machines by variation and
modification of control scheme without structurally
modification or constructive changes of the machine is
possible. The major task of this project is the valida-
tion of an exact machine model in order to obtain an
assured base for computer simulation. The next step
is the systematic optimization of the control scheme.
This will be accompanied by the practical implemen-
tation to the DSP (digital signal processor) and the
examination by noise measurement. Thus the project
splits into two parts: simulation and implementation
(DSP programing and noise analysis). The idea was
to realize the concept of noise minimization of
three-phase current machines presented at the
PCIM conference 2000. Due to system restrictions
it was necessary to modifiy the hardware. Control
of power electronics is done by a MOTOROLA DSP
56F807 which combines high speed processing of a
DSP and functionality of a micro controller.
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Figure 1: DSP56F807

It is perfect for motor control applications because



it includes additional peripheral devices such as PWM
(pulse width modulation), ADC (analog digital con-
version) and dead time generator. A simple block
diagram is given in fig. 1.

Contrary to the concept in [1] conventional power
electronics is used. With this a systematic compar-
ison between the characteristics of different control
schemes is possible. After that the power electronics
is to be modyfied by latest semiconductor devices.

2 Concept

Figure 2: structural strategy

The noise sources of electrical drives are divided
into torsional vibrations, foundation vibrations, sta-
tor frame vibrations and bending vibrations. It was
shown by [2] that only the stator frame vibrations are
possible noise sources. The reason is the deformation
of stator frame due to time variable air gap forces
(pulling forces/bending moments). For optimization
of control scheme as well as the minimization of noise
it is necessary to know the air gap moment evoked of
fast switching operations.

Fig. 2 shows the computation of air gap field (tran-
sient state) and accordingly the time function of mag-
netic forces takes place in consideration of rotor ro-
tation, eddy current, saturation of iron and switching
of power electronics.

The field-tested 2D-finite-differences-time-step pro-
gram FELMEC which is developed by the institute
of Electrical Machines and Power Electronics was ad-
justed for this project. Thus calculation of air gap
fields of different off-line schemes is possible. The ba-
sic principle is a 2D-model (cross section of machine)
with adequate discretization, which includes penetra-
tion of fields, air gap field and effects nearby a cor-
ner. The calculated forces are input parameter for
the machine-model of a 3D-finite-elements program.
The following result of a modalanalysis are eigenfre-
quencies of the stator with the associated frequencies
which are possible for noise creation. With a modal-
analysis measurement system, which is available at

the institute, the 3D model can be verified. There-
fore the machine will be stimulated by a reference
force (shaker stimulation), the vibrations measured
and frequencies analysed. The difference between the
stimulated force spectrum and the frequency spec-
trum is the machine transfer function. This func-
tion describes the internal behaviour of the mechan-
ical construction (structural model). Therewith the
eigenfrequencies of the asynchronous machine can be
simulated and are verifyed by the measurement of
the machine’s sound power level (scanning method).
Moreover the machine modell can be adapted. Up
to now some variations of on-line schemes are imple-
mented.

3 Test bench

The test bench was designed under consideration of
the requirements to acoustic, mechanical and elec-
trical measurement instrumentation and the require-
ments of [1]. The schematic of the machine test design
(fig. 3) shows on the left the asynchronous machine
(8pol., 4kW) which runs by conventional power elec-
tronics. The power electronics is controlled either by
the programmed DSP with different control schemes
or by a conventional inverter unit to get reference-
measurements at the same operating point of the
asynchronous machine. The machine is clutched with
a seperately excited DC machine that allows a vari-
able permanent load. With a shaft measurement the
mechanical moment can be verified. The given me-
chanical moment of the DC machine depends on rota-
tion speed, so a block mechanism with slip clutch was
installed to make snub tests. RPM-regulated inverter-
fed induction motor drives needs the knowledge of ro-
tation speed or the position of the rotor. Inverter-fed
motor drives without a rotation sensor element have
problems at slow rotation speed and specially at stop-
ping. Thus motor feedback systems have asserted in
electrical drive engineering.

The test bench ist equipped with a sin/cos-sensor
element1 , which features high resolution and temper-
ature stability. The signal processing of the sensor el-
ement comprises a zero-crossing detection, which per-
mits a resolution of 4096 steps per rotation. By using
a 12 bit ADC and an analysis of the phase information
between sin- and cos-signal a resolution with more
than 16 million steps per rotation can be reached.

Electrical test design comprises the conventional
power electronics, three phase feed-in and the respec-
tive current and voltage sensors. Therewith a conti-
nous measurement value logging could be done. The
connection to the power electronics is in a way real-

1Stegmann SRS 50, 1024 sin/cos-periods, 15 bit absolute
position



ized that switching between the DSP-control and the
conventional inverter-control is possible. The respec-
tive control schemes will be uploaded by PC into DSP
memory.
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Figure 3: block diagram of the test bench

The wiring diagram of the power electronics in fig.4
shows a three-phase inverter with diode rectifier and
brake chopper. At power up a resitor (R2) is used
to limit the current of the capacitor (C1). During
normal operation it is bypassed. A recovery diode
antiparallel to each transistor enables active and re-
active power flow in either direction. Because of the
diode rectifier (D7-D12) no energetic recovery is pos-
sible. Therefore the recovered DC power cannot flow
to the AC line, and only boosts the capacitor voltage.
A break chopper (BX7) on the DC bus with resistive
load (R1) can absorb this energy.

Figure 4: Inverter with diode rectifier and chopper

4 Sound intensity

A noise source radiates acoustic energy and generates
acoustic pressure, which depends on the distance to
the source and on the sound field (impedance of the

environment). Therefore the measurement of acous-
tical indicators (acousic pressure or sound intensity)
depends on the usecase. Thus absolute acoustic pres-
sure level is measured for evaluation of noise exposure,
e.g. in a production hall with different machines. If
minimization of noise is necessary, the sound power
[W ] of every machine is needed. It is only possible to
calculate the sound power out of the measured pres-
sure if the place of measurement has exactly defined
acoustic properties (sound field). Special constructed
rooms such as anechoic or reverberant chambers ful-
fil these requirements (DIN 45635). Contrary sound
intensity can be measured in any sound field. No as-
sumptions need to be made. This principle is based on
the fact that the radiated energy of sound source pass
through an area enclosing the source. Sound intensity
is defined as power per area. In order to get the sound
power the measured spatial-averaged intensity over
an area which encloses the source is multiplied with
the enveloped surface. Exemplary the sound inten-
sity I1 = P/4πr2 is viewed at a distance to the source
(r). By duplicating the distance (2r) the enclosed
area is 4 times larger as before and the sound inten-
sity decreases to I1 = P/4π(2r)2 consequently. The
radiated power P of the sound source is independent
of location and is explicit evaluated by measurement
of sound intensity (P =

∫
S
~I · ~dS). The dimension of

sound intensity is energy per time and area which is
equal to power per area [W/m2]. Another advantage
of this method is that all measurements could be done
directly in situ (steady background noise makes no
contribution). Measurements on individual machines
or individual components can be done even if there is
radiating noise, because only the time-averaged rate
of energy flow per unit area will be determined.
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Figure 5: signal processing of sound intensity

The evaluation of sound power of the asynchronous
machine was done with the sound intensity method.
The ”swept measurement over a surface”-methode
was used. The sound intensity analysing system ac-
cording to DIN EN ISO 9614-2 permits sound mea-
surement with accuracy of class 2 locally of the ma-
chine specified in DIN EN ISO 3144. A diagram of
signal processing of the sound intensity measurement
is shown in fig. 5. The probe (face to face pressure
sensor) consists of two closely spaced (d=12mm) mi-
crophones with which measurements in a frequency



range from 50Hz to 10kHz are possible. The probe
simply measures the pressure at the two microphones.
The analayzer integrates and calculates the mea-
sures which are necessary to find the sound inten-
sity. This can be done in two ways: by directly
using integrators and filters (analog or digital) to
implement the equation step by step, or by using
FFT analyzer. The latter uses the imaginary part
of the cross spectrum of the two microphone sig-
nals. The formulations are equivalent; both give the
sound intensity. The used analyzer is an optimised
noise and vibration system consisting of real-time
data processing (DSP-modules) and data prepara-
tion (PC) with data exchange using high-speed inter-
face (TAXI-interface). The DSP-modules (each with
300MFLOPS) include microphone preamplifier, ana-
log digital converter (ADC), digital filters and allows
the execution of mathematical operations.

5 Measurement

Because of the change-over to the Motorola DSP
(56F807) a new programming of excitation schemes
was necessary. At this time a conventional PWM
and a phase-schift-PWM with a clock frequency of
f = 20kHz is implemented. The sound intensity
was measured in dB(A) with 1/12 octave filter set-
tings. In CPB (constant percent bandwidth) it is
shown according to the algebraic sign. The nega-
tive sound intensity values assigns to the radiated
acoustical energy of the asynchronous machine. The
positive sound intensity values correspond to back-
ground noise, which penetrates the surface enclos-
ing the source (machine) but do not leave it (absorb
sound power). Thus the positive sound intensity is
the measurement error. With a suitably long average
time, the probe is uniform swept over the measured
surface around the asynchronous machine. The result
is a single-value spatial average intensity. Multiplied
by the area the sound power of this surface is acquired
and afterwards the sound power contributions of all
surfaces are added2. A factor (F+/-) was calculated
which defines a reference criteria for the failure of the
background noises3.

The following figures show the sound intensity mea-
surements of DSP genernerated PWM in comparison
with PWM of conventional inverter. The measure-
ments are made at 50% maximal force moment of the
asynchronous machine.

The maximum sound intensity of 74.07 dB(A) is
measured with the conventional inverter at working
frequency of f = 4.5kHz (fig. 7). The inverter’s stim-
ulating frequency in the intensity spectrum of noise

2with an echoing box only one surface: A=0.8 m2

3class 2 measurement: F+/- < 1.5dB
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Figure 6: sound power level of UNIDRIVE, 3kHz
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Figure 7: sound power level of UNIDRIVE, 4.5kHz

is specially visible. Errors in measurement (positive
sound intensity values) are observable up to a fre-
quency of 300Hz and have no bearing on the result of
measurement.

At this time a direct comparison with DSP gener-
ated and conventional generated PWM is not valid
because serveral clock frequencies were measuered
(variable bearing on clock frequency will take place).
A resonant frequency of the machine appears at a
clock frequency of f = 4.5kHz (fig. 7), which rep-
resents an increase of 6dB(A) [7dB(A)] of sound in-
tensity at 3kHz [6kHz]. This is more than a duplica-
tion of sound pressure. Although the sound intensity
spectrum does not differ in quantity from PWM at
f = 6kHz (fig. 8), the DSP generated sound power
level decreases to 10dB(A) (fig. 9).

6 Outlook

The 2D-finite-differences-time-step program
FELMEC was adjusted so that simulation of
OFF-Line controlled scheme for example PWM
(phase width modulation) is possible. Simulation
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Figure 8: sound power level of UNIDRIVE, 6kHz
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Figure 9: sound power level of DSP, 20kHz

results (time function of air gap field and time
function of magnetic forces in the air gap of the
asynchronous machine) will be estimated at midyear.
Therewith a 3D-finite-elements program calculates
the eigen-forms with associated frequencies of the
asynchronous stator. Sound intensity measurements
will show resonant vibrations. With the modal
analyze system simulation results will be verified and
the machine model will be adapted. Presently some
On-Line excitation schemes such as Sigma-Delta
modulation and rotary pointer are programmed.
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